
Tips for Writing Effective News Releases 
 

• Write in order of importance, rather than chronological order. The 
media thinks and writes in order of importance, which they call the 
“inverted pyramid.” 
• Media mistakes often occur because they had to guess at the point 

of a news release. 
• If the release is written in chronological order, the media will attach 

more importance to those things that happened first. 
• You, not the media, should decide what’s most important. 

• Include a contact name and phone number, of someone who will 
actually be available for follow-up questions. 

• Include quotes from government community leaders. News stories 
include quotes. You want your news release to look as much like a 
news story as possible. Make sure the people you are quoting have 
approved the quotes used. 

• Use short, declarative sentences, and tight, punchy paragraphs. If you 
drone on, the editor will lose interest and the news release will go 
unused. 

• Make it clear in the release why and exactly what audiences will care 
about the information. This is the editor’s justification for using the 
material. 

• If there is potentially negative information involved, release that 
yourself. Control the issue! If you try to hide or gloss over negative 
information, you are actually signaling its importance to editors and 
reporters. You might also be damaging your own credibility. 

• Written releases with quotes work for print media. Radio reporters will 
want tape recorded interviews and TV stations will need pictures. 
Expect and make allowances for these needs. Otherwise, editors and 
reporters will move on to more “tellable” stories. 

• How you pitch the story is as important as the news release itself. 
Contact editors and explain why the news release serves that editor’s 
audience.  

• Make sure the story really is newsworthy. Would you care about the 
material if you lived on the opposite side of the state? If your audience 
is really narrow, consider some form of direct contact. 
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